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D-Mac - Cakin Witchu (Featuring Dondria)

Verse 1 - (D-Mac)
I told the homies I'll holla later on or tomorrow cuz its
somewhere im trying to be
With my sexy lady I been thinking bout crazy and im
sure she got her mind on me
Gotta get me a cut,gotta iron my clothes
Gotta clean the crib & have food on the stove
As a matter of fact that's her texting right now
Asking me if she can come and kick it for awhile
I asked her what she had in mind
She told me its whatever if she had the time
I told her I'm a busy man baby its true
But any freetime I get imma spend it with you..you

Bridge - (Dondria)
All that's on my mind is thinking bout what we gon do
And I don't care what it is as long as the plans have me
up under you
We can go to the beach,we can go to the mall,or we
can rent a movie while we chill at home
We can hang with our friends,get the families involved,
and when we not together we can talk on the phone

Hook - (Dondria)
Just as long as Im..cakin witchu
Nothing on my mind when im cakin witchu
Im always in the mood to be cakin witchu
Nothing I'd rather do when im cakin witchu
Cakin witchu

Verse 2 - (Dondria)
I love kicking it with you baby
When im not with you I be going crazy
My girlfriends be hatin on me
Cuz I give you all my time and all my energy
Its nothing I would rather do
Then be wrapped up under you
It be just be the girl in me but I can't get enough of
cakin witchu
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Verse 3 - (D-Mac)
Aint 2 many other dudes cake the way I cake
Take you to the mall spend a couple k at kay
Dine for lunch but dinners a home cooked meal
Playin board games at home & just chill
Lotta cuddling, yea I must admit
Whatever you want you like it Im loving it
Or we could vibe with our friends that's straight
Skip town if you wanna its nothing to vacate
And whenever you're away im wishing you could've
stayed
But its ok until next time ill just wait
She addicted like cassie she never leave me alone
And we cakin till we both fall asleep on the phone
Bridge - (Dondria)
All that's on my mind is thinking bout what we gon do
And I don't care what it is as long as the plans have me
up under you
We can go to the beach,we can go to the mall,or we
can rent a movie while we chill at home
We can hang with our friends,get the families involved,
and when we not together we can talk on the phone

Hook - (Dondria)
Just as long as Im..cakin witchu
Nothing on my mind when im cakin witchu
Im always in the mood to be cakin witchu
Nothing I'd rather do when im cakin witchu
Cakin witchu

(Bridge & Hook Repeat then song ends)
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